attaching data files
Posted by jumping_jack - 2013/11/18 06:40
_____________________________________

Hey,
My suggestion is to add a function that allows to attach data files (e. g. pdf files) to special entries in the calender. For
example, if you make an entry in the calender for an upcoming stay in a hotel or flight, it'll be nice if I could attach the pdf
file with the booking confirmation. In that case, you have always all information available regarding the booking even
though you don't need to enter all data into the system. To make it safe and easier, it might be helpful to limit the formats
to pictures, pdfs, doc, etc. What do you think ?
regards,
jumping_jack
============================================================================

Re: attaching data files
Posted by Jorge_Luis - 2013/11/18 12:13
_____________________________________

Welcome to the forum, jumping_jack.
The iCalendar format doesn't have the option to attach files. But if you have the file stored locally (or in a network), you
can use it in the URL item. It will launch the default app defined in the system.
============================================================================

Re: attaching data files
Posted by Rainy - 2013/11/20 10:51
_____________________________________

It actually could be possible to encode the binaries to the iCalendar file but it would increase the file size considerably
and probably cause performance problems when parsing the file. Maybe the attachments could be just copied to some
local path and opened from there? This would naturally work only with local events. I'll need to think about this.
============================================================================

Re:attaching data files
Posted by jumping_jack - 2013/11/21 08:54
_____________________________________

Thanks for the quick answer. Yeah, it works to add the (local/ web) URL of the document. Then, I am able to open the
document with the right program. But the problem is that, if the document isn't stored somewhere online (and in this case
not protected with a password), you can see this document for example only on your computer. The big advantage would
be if Rainlendar automatically also stores on all the other devices which are synchronized with the calendar (mobile
phone, etc.). I hope you understand my idea.
But thanks again for your response.
jumping_jack
============================================================================
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